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Electron energy-loss spectroscopy of branched
gap plasmon resonators
Søren Raza1,2, Majid Esfandyarpour2, Ai Leen Koh3, N. Asger Mortensen4,5, Mark L. Brongersma2
& Sergey I. Bozhevolnyi1
The miniaturization of integrated optical circuits below the diffraction limit for high-speed
manipulation of information is one of the cornerstones in plasmonics research. By coupling to
surface plasmons supported on nanostructured metallic surfaces, light can be conﬁned to the
nanoscale, enabling the potential interface to electronic circuits. In particular, gap surface
plasmons propagating in an air gap sandwiched between metal layers have shown
extraordinary mode conﬁnement with signiﬁcant propagation length. In this work, we unveil
the optical properties of gap surface plasmons in silver nanoslot structures with widths of
only 25 nm. We fabricate linear, branched and cross-shaped nanoslot waveguide components,
which all support resonances due to interference of counter-propagating gap plasmons.
By exploiting the superior spatial resolution of a scanning transmission electron microscope
combined with electron energy-loss spectroscopy, we experimentally show the propagation,
bending and splitting of slot gap plasmons.
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M
anipulating the ﬂow of electromagnetic waves on
the nanoscale has been envisioned as the solution to
interface nanometre-sized electronic circuits with
diffraction-limited optical waveguides. For nanoscale control,
the most promising approach is to couple propagating electro-
magnetic waves in dielectric media, such as optical ﬁbres, to
surface-plasmon waves supported on nanostructured metallic
surfaces1–3. Surface plasmons are collective oscillations of the free
electrons, and being conﬁned to the metal surface they have the
ability to localize light greatly beyond the diffraction limit and
down to dimensions that bridge optoelectronics to electronic
integrated circuits4. A plethora of surface-plasmon modes exists,
which may be divided into two overall classes: localized surface-
plasmon resonances in conﬁned nanoparticles and propagating
surface plasmons in extended waveguides. Given its propagating
nature, the latter is an ideal candidate for light manipulation
on the nanoscale in integrated optical nanocircuits that can
perform functions such as high-speed processing, routing or
modulation5,6.
While there are many different types of propagating surface
plasmons4, including nanoparticle chains7, long-range surface
plasmons8, graphene plasmons9 and hybrid plasmonic–photonic
modes10, it is of paramount importance for nanocircuitry
applications that the information-carrying plasmonic mode
has strong mode conﬁnement with signiﬁcant propagation
length. In addition, properties such as single-mode operation
and broadband guiding are needed. Despite the fundamental
plasmonic trade-off between mode conﬁnement and propagation
length11, gap surface plasmons (GSPs), which propagate in a
dielectric medium or air gap between metal surfaces12,13, provide
the required strong mode localization and micrometre
propagation lengths14, making them suitable for integrated
optics. Guiding of GSPs has been experimentally realized in
several different geometries15, such as V-grooves16, slot
waveguides17–21 and metal–insulator–metal (MIM)
waveguides22. So far, one of the most promising GSP-based
waveguides for subwavelength circuitry has been the slot
waveguide5,6,18,19. Theoretical investigations23–26 of narrow slot
waveguides have provided strong evidence for the afore-
mentioned desired modal properties of the slot GSP, as well as
an expected tolerance to fabrication imperfections and high
transmittance through sharp bends27. The slot GSP is therefore
theoretically expected to be an ideal candidate for optical
nanocircuitry, which we support experimentally in this work.
Characterizing the modal properties of the extremely conﬁned
GSP mode in nanosized slot waveguides using optical techniques,
including even near-ﬁeld measurements20, is a next to impossible
task due to limited spatial resolution. In contrast, electron energy-
loss spectroscopy (EELS) performed in a scanning transmission
electron microscope (STEM) can probe plasmonic response on
the nanoscale28,29. STEM EELS is a powerful characterization tool
due to the combination of Angstrom spatial resolution with
millielectronvolt spectral resolution over a broad energy
range30,31. In recent years, STEM EELS has proved to be an
indispensable tool for optical characterization28 and has been
utilized in many diverse plasmonic studies32–44.
In this work, we use STEM-EELS to characterize the GSP mode
supported by freely suspended silver (on silicon nitride) slot
waveguide resonators of only 25 nm width, which is several times
narrower than state-of-the-art slot waveguides6,18,19. We study
both straight and branched slot waveguide resonators for
nanocircuitry applications. Besides providing experimental
evidence for the important broadband propagation properties of
the slot GSP, we also show that 90 bending with negligible back
reﬂection can be achieved, which is required
for nanoscale light routing. Light modulation often requires the
splitting and interfering of several beams, which in both cases
occurs at junctions in the optical circuit. By examining cross- and
T-shaped junctions in the slot waveguide resonators, we show
that splitting can also be achieved with the slot GSP. On another
note, the spectral positions of the GSP-induced excitations of the
slot resonator depend strongly on the optical path length, which
can be exploited for refractive index sensing. In fact, we show that
the sensitivity of our nanoscale resonator is comparable to state-
of-the-art plasmonic sensors of similar footprints45. The ease of
fabrication and the desirable optical properties make the slot GSP
of both fundamental and practical interest with a wide variety of
plasmonic applications.
Results
Sample preparation. The samples are prepared by ﬁrst depositing
a silver ﬁlm on a 10 nm thick silicon nitride transmission electron
microscope (TEM) membrane. Slot geometries of different shape
are subsequently fabricated by milling both the silver ﬁlm and the
silicon nitride substrate using a focused ion beam (FIB), see
Fig. 1a for a schematic illustration of a straight slot waveguide
resonator. As the lateral conﬁnement (that is, in the y direction)
of light is crucial for miniaturization of integrated optical circuits,
the width of the slots should be as narrow as possible, that is, at
the resolution limit of the FIB. The lateral spatial resolution of the
FIB procedure and the ability to mill vertical side walls in the slot
degrades with increasing silver ﬁlm thickness t, making the
deposition of a very thin silver ﬁlm attractive. However, we must
simultaneously ensure that the GSP supported by the slot should
have the same favourable properties as that of the MIM GSP
(corresponding to an inﬁnitely thick silver ﬁlm), such as strong
mode localization, signiﬁcant propagation length in a broad
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Figure 1 | Gap surface-plasmon resonators. (a) Artistic impression of a
swift electron beam interacting with a straight slot of thickness t. The
electron beam excites gap surface plasmons inside the slot and regular
surface plasmons at the top (silver-air) and bottom (silver–silicon nitride-
air) interfaces. (b–d) Plan-view TEM images with size labels of some of
the fabricated slot geometries, for example, (b) straight, (c) L shape and
(d) T shape nanoresonators. Scale bar, 100 nm.
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spectral range and single-mode operation. To this end, we have
numerically veriﬁed that the effective index of the slot GSP mode
for a thickness of t¼ 150 nm (Supplementary Fig. 1) provides
the desired modal properties along with ease of fabrication, which
is why this thickness of the silver layer is chosen for the experi-
mental study.
To study the guiding, bending and splitting of light on the
nanoscale, we choose to fabricate straight, L-shaped and T-shaped
slot resonators, respectively. Plan-view TEM images of selected
fabricated structures can be seen in Fig. 1b–d. Here we see that all
of the slots are extremely narrow with widths w ofB25 nm, a size
limited by the resolution of the FIB procedure. Expectedly, the
width decreases in vicinity of the slot terminations, while at
corners and junctions it becomes slightly larger. For the straight
and L-shaped slot resonators (Fig. 1b,c), a total resonator length
of B500 nm is chosen. While the branches of the L-shaped slot
resonator in Fig. 1b are each B250 nm, we have also fabricated
other L-shaped resonators with different branch sizes while
keeping the total resonator length ﬁxed at B500 nm. Finally, the
T-shaped slot resonator shown in Fig. 1d has an upper branch of
length 500 nm and a lower branch of B250 nm. T-shaped
resonators with shorter lower branch lengths (approximately 125
and 170 nm) have also been fabricated and characterized.
Importantly, as all of the prepared slot structures are
on the same TEM membrane, the EELS characterization of all
resonators can be carried out in the same microscope session
(see Methods section), thereby eliminating any uncertainties
associated with realignment between measurements of different
resonators.
Straight slot. We begin by studying the subwavelength plasmon
guiding properties of the slot by considering a straight slot
waveguide resonator of length LE500 nm and width wE25 nm,
see Fig. 2a for the STEM image. To map all of the plasmon modes
supported by the slot, we record EELS data over a
rectangular grid covering the entire slot (blue line in Fig. 2a) with
a pixel size of B2 nm (see Methods for details). With this tech-
nique, usually referred to as spectrum imaging32, we end up with
a data cube with two spatial indices and one energy index. By
summing over the two spatial indices, we end up with a single
position-independent EELS spectrum, shown in Fig. 2b, which
contains loss events from all of the plasmon modes of the slot.
Figure 2b displays ﬁve distinct resonances, where the three
lower-energy resonances are less pronounced than the two
higher-energy resonances at 3.29 and 3.57 eV, indicating that the
plasmon modes producing the latter resonances are more easily
coupled to by the electron beam. Due to the positive-energy tail of
the immense zero-loss peak46, the resonance at B0.75 eV is
visible only as a weak shoulder. For further insight into the mode
characteristics of each resonance, we visualize the spatial
distribution of the EELS signal in a spectral window of 0.15 eV
energy width centred at the resonance energy. Such an EELS
intensity map for the resonance energy E¼ 1.45 eV is shown in
Fig. 2c, where an increased EELS signal is observed at speciﬁc
positions in the air gap (boundary shown as a light-blue line).
Interestingly, the EELS pattern is harmonic along the x direction
near the upper and lower air–silver interfaces, indicating that the
excited plasmon mode resides in the gap and propagates along
the x direction. Such harmonic EELS patterns have also
previously been observed in the study of complementary
structures, which illustrate Babinet’s principle47–49. To highlight
the plasmon propagation, we average the EELS signal in the air
gap transverse to the propagation direction (that is, in the y
direction), producing the one-dimensional EELS line proﬁle in
Fig. 2d, which shows a clear harmonic pattern with two maxima.
Proceeding in an identical manner with the EELS intensity maps
for the resonance energies 2.03 and 2.53 eV produces the
harmonic line proﬁles with three and four maxima in Fig. 2e,f,
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Figure 2 | Straight slot waveguide resonator. (a) STEM image of straight
slot waveguide resonator with length LE500nm and width wE25 nm.
Scale bar, 100 nm. (b) Total EELS signal from the enclosed blue box in a
along with theoretical calculations using the analytical GSP model and
simulations of electron-excited surface plasmons. (c) 2D EELS intensity
map from a spectral window of 0.15 eV centred at the resonance energy
1.45 eV. The light-blue line indicates the boundary of the air gap, which is
determined from the STEM image in a. (d) Transversally averaged EELS
signal of the map in c within the boundary of the air gap along with
calculations using the analytical GSP model. (e,f) Similar to d but at the
resonance energies 2.03 and 2.53 eV, respectively. (g,h) 2D EELS intensity
maps at the surface-plasmon resonance energies 3.29 and 3.57 eV,
respectively, showing uniform EELS distribution along the air–silver
boundary.
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respectively. We interpret the harmonic patterns of Fig. 2d–f as
standing-wave resonances due to counter-propagating slot GSPs
in the resonator (see also Supplementary Fig. 2 for the dispersion
relation), although we note that the EELS pattern cannot directly
be interpreted as the electric ﬁeld proﬁle50. Instead, as we will see
from later theoretical considerations, the EELS pattern can be
understood as the GSP excitation efﬁciency of the electron.
Finally, we consider in Fig. 2g,h the EELS intensity maps for the
resonance energies 3.29 and 3.57 eV, respectively. Here we note
that the two EELS intensity maps are quite similar to each other
with a strong EELS signal near the air–silver boundary, but
different from the harmonic pattern observed in the lower-energy
resonances. This suggests that the plasmon modes of these two
resonances are similar in nature, but distinct from the GSP-
induced resonances. Indeed, this difference in mode characteristic
is emphasized when averaging the EELS intensity maps along the
longitudinal direction (that is, x direction), where it becomes
evident that the EELS signal of the GSP-induced resonances is
maximized inside the air gap several nanometres from the air–
silver boundary, while the maximum EELS signal of the high-
energy plasmon modes is observed exactly at the air–silver
boundary (Supplementary Fig. 3). By calculating the EELS
response from electron-excited surface plasmons at planar
silver–air and silver–silicon nitride–air interfaces in the non-
retarded limit (Methods), we ﬁnd the EELS signal shown in green
and red lines in Fig. 2b, respectively. A single resonance appears
in each case, which match in energy with our observed high-
energy resonances. Thus, we interpret these two resonances as
due to the coupling of the electron beam to the usual surface
plasmons at the top (silver–air) and bottom (silver–silicon
nitride–air) interfaces of our sample, as schematically illustrated
in Fig. 1a. The signiﬁcant thickness of the silver ﬁlm (B150 nm)
gives rise to negligible hybridization of the planar surface
plasmons, allowing us to model them individually. As the z
component of the electric ﬁeld of the planar surface plasmons is
considerably stronger than that of the slot GSP, this
interpretation also explains the much larger EELS signal
observed from the surface-plasmon modes compared to the slot
GSPs. As our interest is only in the slot GSP, we continue with a
focus on the EELS data below 3 eV.
To understand the experimental EELS data of the GSP-induced
resonances, we complement the experimental results with
theoretical considerations. Although there exists several
approaches to calculating the EELS signal by solving the retarded
Maxwell’s equations in a particular geometry37,40,51–54, we are
primarily interested in the physical mechanism of the resonances
and therefore adopt a simpler, yet accurate approach to
determining the EELS signal. We model the resonator as a one-
dimensional slit of length L surrounded by silver and with
effective index neff(w), which depends on the slit width w. The
electron beam is for simplicity assumed to act as a point source,
which generates forward- and backward-propagating GSP waves
described as plane waves with wave number k¼ (o/c)neff
(Supplementary Note 1; Supplementary Fig. 4). By tracking the
propagation and reﬂection of the GSP waves in the slot, we
calculate the induced electric ﬁeld in the slot and, hence, the EELS
signal G(x0, o) as (Supplementary Note 1)
Gðx0;oÞ / Re 2re
ikL
1 r2ei2kL re
ikLþ cos kðL 2x0Þ½ 
  
: ð1Þ
In equation (1), r denotes the complex reﬂection coefﬁcient at the
slot-silver terminations and x0 is the electron position in the slot
(0ox0oL). Thus, with a simple one-dimensional model of the
slot accounting for the counter-propagating GSP waves we arrive
at equation (1), which describes both the position- and
frequency-dependent EELS signal associated with Fabry–Perot
resonances in the ﬁnite-length slot. To compare with our
experimental EELS data in Fig. 2b, we also calculate the
position-averaged EELS signal G(o) as
GðoÞ ¼ 1L
R L
0 dx0Gðx0;oÞ ¼ Re 2re
ikL
1 r2ei2kL re
ikLþ sin kLð ÞkL
h in o
;
ð2Þ
where we see that the resonance condition for the GSP-induced
modes is r2ei2kL ¼ 1. In fact, by rewriting this relation as
2kLþ 2arg(r)¼ 2mp, where arg(r) is the phase accumulation
upon reﬂection and m is a positive integer, it becomes clear that
resonance occurs when the accumulated round-trip phase equals
an integer value of 2p, like it is the case for any other Fabry–Perot
problem. Although the width of the slot enters through the
wave number k, the main geometric parameter determining the
resonance condition is the resonator length L. In addition, we
note that the parameter m describes the mode number by
relating to the number of maxima in the standing-wave pattern
of the EELS signal, meaning that, for example, the
m¼ 1 mode corresponds to a standing-wave pattern with one
maximum.
To utilize equations (1) and (2), we approximate the reﬂection
coefﬁcient with the Fresnel reﬂection for a normally-incident
plane wave
r ¼ neff ðwÞ nAg
neff ðwÞþ nAg ; ð3Þ
where nAg ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃeAgp is the complex refractive index of silver taken
from literature55. Finally, the GSP effective index is approximated
by the analytical relation for the GSP mode of the metal-
insulator-metal (that is, inﬁnite thickness t-N) geometry14,15
neff ðwÞ ’
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 eAg
p
eAgk0w
s
; ð4Þ
which is valid for w42/(k0|eAg|), appropriate for our structures.
By comparison with numerical simulations of the effective index
of the GSP mode of the ﬁnite-thickness (t¼ 150 nm) slot, we ﬁnd
that equation (4) accurately describes the effective index up to an
energy of B2.5 eV (Supplementary Note 1; Supplementary
Fig. 1). For energies above 2.5 eV, both the real and imaginary
parts of the effective index of the ﬁnite-thickness slot GSP mode
increase markedly and can no longer be described by the simple
relation in equation (4). Notably, most of the experimentally
observed resonances occur below this energy, justifying our use of
the analytical MIM relation to approximate the GSP mode of the
slot. Hence, with equations (3) and (4) we can now analytically
calculate the GSP-induced EELS spectrum and EELS intensity
maps by using equations (2) and (1), respectively.
Figure 2b compares the theoretical EELS spectrum
(equation (2)) with the experimental data, where we see that
the analytical GSP model accurately captures the GSP-induced
resonances observed experimentally. Impressively, the resonance
energies for the two ﬁrst GSP modes match almost exactly with
measurements, although the ﬁrst-order GSP mode (m¼ 1) is only
weakly observed as a shoulder at approximately E¼ 0.75 eV. For
increasing resonance energies (that is, m¼ 3 and m¼ 4), the
model predicts slightly larger energies than observed experimen-
tally, which is to be anticipated from the approximative nature of
equation (4). Besides the resonance energies of the GSP-induced
modes, the analytical GSP model also displays a decreasing
resonance amplitude and increasing full-width at half-maximum
with increasing mode number. Both features are in good
agreement with experimental observations, except for the mode
m¼ 1, which is masked due to the strong background EELS
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signal at low energies. Finally, we note that the experimentally
measured resonances appear spectrally broader than
predicted by our analytical model. We attribute this difference
in linewidth primarily to the limited energy resolution of EELS
(0.10 eV) along with an increased imaginary part of the
permittivity in silver due to gallium ion implantation from the
FIB milling.
In addition to the spectral behaviour of the EELS signal, we
also compare the spatial modal distribution of our analytical GSP
model with the transversally averaged EELS signal in Fig. 2d–f.
Evaluating equation (1) at the GSP-induced resonance energies
produces the grey lines shown in Fig. 2d–f, which accurately
captures the spatial distribution of the GSP-induced modes.
Only for the case of m¼ 4, that is, at the resonance energy
2.53 eV, do we observe a slight discrepancy in plasmon
wavelength near the slot terminations. This can again be related
to the only approximate relation in equation (4) at large energies,
which also inﬂuences the calculation of the reﬂection coefﬁcient.
Besides this slight discrepancy, the analytical GSP model is
impressively accurate and it is transparently describing both the
spectral and spatial dependence of the EELS signal. The analytical
GSP model also veriﬁes that the experimentally observed
resonances and EELS intensity maps are indeed consistent with
the interpretation of counter-propagating slot GSPs producing
standing-wave patterns in a Fabry–Perot manner. Thus, the
resonances at 1.45, 2.03 and 2.53 eV along with the weak shoulder
atB0.75 eV are strong experimental evidences for the broadband
single-mode GSP guiding property of the ultranarrow slit,
covering almost the entire visible and near-infrared spectral
range.
The analytical GSP model provides an additional important
point linked to the general interpretation of EELS, which
we discuss brieﬂy. Since the electron beam is modelled as a
point source producing GSP waves, the EELS signal is then a
measure of the efﬁciency of the electron beam to excite GSP
modes in the resonators. Hence, a large EELS signal can be
understood as a strong coupling between the electron beam and
the GSP mode. This interpretation of EELS supplements the
previously established understanding of EELS as related to the
photonic local density of states50,56. However, this interpretation
also implies that the EELS intensity maps, that is, spatial EELS
proﬁles, cannot simply be understood as the plasmonic mode
proﬁle32,33. In particular for the slot GSP in this study, the main x
and y electric-ﬁeld components of the GSP have a different spatial
dependence than the EELS intensity maps of Fig. 2c–f
(Supplementary Fig. 1). Hence, the spatial EELS proﬁles should
not be regarded as the GSP mode proﬁles, but rather as a map of
the GSP excitation efﬁciency of the swift electrons during
their interaction with a nontrivial superposition of the
dispersive GSP modes.
L-shaped slot. One of the important requirements for a plas-
monic mode to be suitable for nanoscale integrated circuits is a
high transmission through sharp bends, that is, low back reﬂec-
tion, such that routing of light to desired locations can be
achieved. We therefore characterize the bending property of the
slot GSP mode by considering a slot resonator of similar length
and width as the one in Fig. 2, but with a 90 bend in the middle
of the resonator, see the inset of Fig. 3a for the STEM image.
Given the symmetry of the L-shaped resonator in Fig. 3a, it is
sufﬁcient to consider only the EELS signal from one of the
branches to map all of the modes. Figure 3a displays the EELS
signal for the lower branch, where we observe four distinct
resonances at energies 0.78, 1.40, 2.12 and 2.41 eV. All four
energies are similar in value to the resonance energies observed
for the straight slot resonator (Fig. 2), although the lowest-energy
resonance was previously only observed as a weak shoulder.
Hence, we anticipate these modes to be induced by counter-
propagating slot GSPs with a similar propagation length L as for
the case of the straight slot resonator, suggesting that the slot GSP
bends around the 90 corner without signiﬁcant back reﬂection or
phase change. This interpretation is conﬁrmed when examining
the spatial distribution of the EELS signal, as shown in Fig. 3b–e.
Once again, by averaging the EELS signal in the air gap trans-
versally to the GSP propagation direction (see Methods for
details), we extract one-dimensional EELS proﬁles, which clearly
show the expected standing-wave pattern produced by the slot
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Figure 3 | L-shaped slot resonator. (a) Total EELS signal from the
enclosed blue box shown in the inset along with calculations using the
analytical GSP model. Scale bar, 100 nm. (b–e) 1D EELS intensity proﬁles
(left) at the GSP resonance energies 0.78, 1.40, 2.12 and 2.41 eV,
respectively, along with calculations using the analytical GSP model. The
proﬁles are determined by averaging the 2D EELS intensity maps (right)
transversally to the GSP propagation direction (black line with arrows).
Only EELS data in the air gap (enclosed light-blue box) is used for the
averaging procedure.
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GSPs. For simplicity, we approximate the geometry of
the waveguide bend by a 90 circular arc, whose radius can be
regarded as the curvature of the bend. From inspection of the
STEM image in the inset of Fig. 3a the radius of curvature is
roughly 45 nm. The negligible back reﬂection from the corner
seen in the L-shaped resonator of Fig. 3 has also been observed in
other L-shaped resonators of similar total length (LE500 nm),
but with 90 bends positioned differently such that the branches
have different lengths (data not included). In these cases, we also
observe a very similar spectral and spatial EELS behaviour,
conﬁrming the high transmission of the slot GSP through sharp
bends.
The low back reﬂection at the corner justiﬁes the comparison
of the experimental results of the L-shaped resonator with the
analytical GSP model, which is based on a straight slot. Indeed,
Fig. 3a displays accurate spectral agreement between the observed
and calculated resonance energies, with the same decrease
in accuracy of the theoretical model for larger energies (as a
consequence of the validity of equation (4)). Comparison of
spatial EELS proﬁles (Fig. 3b–e) also shows good agreement
between theory and experiments, although we note that the EELS
signal drops at the corner, which is more pronounced for
the modes with standing-wave patterns that have maxima at the
corner (that is, m¼ 1 and m¼ 3). In particular, the lowest-order
mode (m¼ 1) shows this effect in Fig. 3b. We observe the same
phenomenon at T-shaped junctions, which we discuss later, and
cross-shaped junctions (Supplementary Fig. 5). Ruling out FIB-
induced silver modiﬁcation at the corners (Supplementary Fig. 6),
we interpret the decreased EELS signal to be a consequence of the
decreased GSP excitation efﬁciency of the electron beam.
We relate this effect to (i) the weaker charge distribution due to
the lack of a direct opposing metal boundary (compared with the
straight sections) and (ii) the decreased local GSP effective index
(due to an increased width), providing less mode conﬁnement
and weaker electric ﬁeld components. The increase in slot width
also decreases the averaged EELS signal. Disregarding the corner-
related decrease in EELS signal, we ﬁnd once again excellent
agreement between experiments and the analytical GSP model.
More importantly, we have successfully showed the bending
property of the slot GSP with negligible bending loss and high
transmission.
T-shaped slot. Nanoscale on-chip modulation of light requires
the interference or splitting of one or several beams at junctions
in the waveguide circuit. Hence, understanding the behaviour of
the slot GSP at junctions is essential for constructing a plasmonic
circuit. We have therefore fabricated a T-shaped slot resonator, as
shown in the inset of Fig. 4a, with upper and lower branch lengths
of approximately 500 and 250 nm, respectively. The EELS signal
from the upper and lower branches is shown in Fig. 4a in blue
and red lines, respectively. Here we note the striking resemblance
of the two EELS spectra. In particular, both branches show four
GSP-induced resonances at the energies 0.79, 1.54, 2.13 and
2.59 eV. We also note that these resonance energies are similar to
those observed in the L-shaped and straight slot resonators. The
similarity in resonance energies of the two branches and the two
other resonators are a consequence of the similar propagation
length, leading to almost identical resonance conditions. A total
length of B500 nm is traversed by the slot GSP regardless if the
path is the upper branch only, or if the path, by splitting of the
GSP, includes half of the upper branch and the lower branch. In
other words, the two different paths give rise to degenerate GSP-
induced resonances. The fact that no new GSP-induced reso-
nances are observed, which reside only in the lower branch, is
evidence for the splitting of the slot GSP at the T-shaped junction
with minimal reﬂection. The transversally averaged spatial EELS
proﬁles of the GSP-induced resonances in the upper branch are
shown in Fig. 4b–e, which show the expected standing-wave
patterns with increasing number of maxima (Supplementary
Fig. 7 for the EELS proﬁles through the junction). Comparison
with the analytical GSP model shows accurate spectral and spatial
agreement, although the spatial proﬁles for the odd-numbered
modes m¼ 1 and m¼ 3 differ at the junction. As discussed in
relation to the L-shaped resonator, the experimentally observed
dip in the EELS signal at the junction is a consequence of the
decrease in GSP excitation efﬁciency of the electron, which is not
accounted for in the analytical GSP model.
We can lift the degeneracy of the GSP-induced modes by
changing the length of the lower branch in the T-shaped
resonator, such that the two different paths have different lengths
and thereby resonate at different energies. We consider this case
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Figure 4 | Equal-length T-shaped slot resonator. (a) Total EELS signal
from the enclosed blue and red boxes shown in the inset along with
calculations using the analytical GSP model. The lower (upper) branch is
B250nm (500nm) in length. Scale bar, 100 nm. (b–e) 1D EELS intensity
proﬁles (left) at the GSP resonance energies 0.79, 1.54, 2.13 and 2.59 eV,
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in Fig. 5a, where we show the EELS signal from a T-shaped
resonator with a lower branch of shorter length (B170 nm).
Thus, the path along the upper branch still has a length of
B500 nm, while the GSP path involving the lower branch is now
around 390 nm. From Fig. 5a, we note that this difference in path
length leads to different EELS response from the two branches. In
total, we observe four resonances at energies 0.76, 1.05, 1.69, and
2.14 eV. On the basis of the spatial proﬁles in Fig. 5b,d, the
resonances at 0.76 and 2.14 eV are immediately identiﬁed as the
m¼ 1 and m¼ 3 modes related to counter-propagating slot GSPs
in the upper branch (that is, LE500 nm). Similar resonance
energies for these modes were also previously observed for the
straight and L-shaped resonators. The interesting features are the
two remaining resonances, which differ in energy from any of the
previous slot GSP resonances. By considering the spatial proﬁle in
Fig. 5e and comparing with the analytical GSP model, we
interpret the resonance at energy 1.05 eV as the ﬁrst-order
(m¼ 1) GSP-induced mode associated with the shorter path
(LE390 nm). Surprisingly, for the resonance energy at 1.69 eV,
we ﬁnd that we can consider the spatial proﬁle along both the
long path (Fig. 5c) and the short path (Fig. 5f), showing in both
cases two maxima. Interestingly, this suggests that the observed
resonance is due to the hybridization of the second-order GSP
modes (m¼ 2) of the short and long paths. Summarizing, we
have provided strong evidence for splitting of the slot GSP at
junctions, which even leads to resonant excitations at other
energies (compared with the straight and L-shaped resonators)
due to change in path lengths.
Discussion
The properties of the slot GSP, including propagation, bending,
and splitting, have been thoroughly investigated by EELS
characterization of ultra-compact silver slot resonators. We have
shown that the resonances in ﬁnite-length slots are primarily
determined by the overall path length traversed by the slot GSP,
regardless of bending around corners or splitting in junctions. In
Fig. 6a, we emphasize this important point by comparing the
EELS signal from straight, L-shaped, and T-shaped resonators.
The L-shaped resonator has the corner situated B125 nm from
the left slot termination (differing from the L-shaped resonator in
Fig. 3), while the T-shaped resonator is the same as that in Fig. 5.
Since the overall propagation distance of the slot GSP is
B500 nm for the straight and the L-shaped slot resonators, the
GSP-induced resonances occur at approximately the same
energies. Hence, the slot GSP bends around the 90 corner
effortlessly in a broad spectral range, making the GSP-induced
resonant modes basically unaltered by the presence of the
corner. In contrast, the introduction of a shorter path
length in the T-shaped resonator (by splitting in the junction)
gives rises to new resonances with, in this case, energies of 1.05
and 1.69 eV.
The dependence of the GSP-induced resonance energies on the
lower branch length of the T-shaped resonator is investigated in
more detail in Fig. 6b. Here we map the GSP-induced resonances
by considering the EELS signal from the upper branch, which has
a constant length of 500 nm in all three cases. The lower branch
length increases fromB125 nm through 170 to 250 nm. Here we
clearly see that the ﬁrst- and second-order (m¼ 1 and m¼ 2)
modes related to the path length involving the lower branch
decrease in resonance energy with increasing lower branch length
(that is, overall path length). Hence, the GSP-induced resonances,
as tracked from the upper branch, are extremely sensitive to the
optical path length of the slot GSP. By straightforwardly
converting the change in optical length of the lower branch into
a change in refractive index while keeping the length ﬁxed at
125 nm, we can estimate the sensitivity S of the T-shaped slot
waveguide resonator, that is, the wavelength shift per refractive
index unit (RIU). We ﬁnd the refractive index sensitivities of the
ﬁrst-order and second-order modes to be Sm¼ 1E550 nm/RIU
and Sm¼ 2E150 nm/RIU. Impressively, the sensitivity of the
ﬁrst-order mode is comparable to state-of-the-art plasmonic
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Figure 5 | Unequal-length T-shaped slot resonator. (a) Total EELS
signal from the enclosed blue and red boxes shown in the inset along with
calculations using the analytical GSP model. The lower (upper) branch is
B170 nm (500nm) in length. Scale bar, 100 nm. (b–d) 1D EELS intensity
proﬁles (left) at the GSP resonance energies 0.76, 1.69 and 2.14 eV,
respectively, along with calculations using the analytical GSP model.
The proﬁles are determined by averaging the 2D EELS intensity maps
(right) transversally to the GSP propagation direction (black line with
arrows). Only EELS data within the enclosed light-blue box is used for the
averaging procedure. (e,f) Same as b–d at GSP resonance energies 1.05 and
1.69 eV, respectively, but transversally averaged along a shorter propagation
path.
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sensors of similar footprints45, while being ultra-compact with a
volume of only E(0.5 0.15 0.15) mm3¼ 0.01 mm3. Besides
the sensitivity, another parameter for characterizing a sensor is
the ﬁgure-of-merit relating to the resonance linewidth45.
Unfortunately, accurate quantitative determination of plasmon
linewidths with EELS is not readily possible due to the energy
resolution of EELS, although progress in this direction has
recently been achieved57,58. Since the EELS signal is connected to
the photonic local density of states56,59, the marked changes
in both the spatial and spectral EELS response of the upper
branch can also be observed in the response of quantum emitters.
Note that the GSP modes form the basis for the channel plasmon
polaritons propagating along V-grooves, that were recently
demonstrated to be well suitable for efﬁcient coupling to
individual quantum emitters60. Yet another perspective
application of extremely conﬁned GSP modes similar to those
studied here can be their usage for resonant guided wave
networks61,62.
Overall, extremely conﬁned GSP modes studied in this work
exhibit remarkable ﬂexibility in their manipulation, a unique
feature that, in our opinion, opens up new avenues for their
exploitation in diverse areas of modern nanophotonics, ranging
from ultra-compact resonators for refractive-index sensing and
resonant guided-wave networks to quantum plasmonics.
Methods
Fabrication. Commercially available silicon nitride TEM membranes (10 nm
thickness) are used as a thin planar substrate. A 150 nm thick smooth silver ﬁlm is
then deposited onto the substrate using e-beam evaporation. Subsequently,
different slot geometries are milled into the silver ﬁlm using focused ion beam
(FIB) with a FEI Helios 600i dual FIB/SEM tool.
Due to short periods of air exposure of the samples, we could not effectively
prevent the oxidation or sulﬁdation of silver at the top interface of the sample.
However, the air-induced changes to the top interface primarily affects the
surface plasmon excited at the corresponding interface and thus have no
signiﬁcant impact on the gap surface-plasmon modes.
EELS measurements. The EELS measurements are performed with a FEI Titan
transmission electron microscope equipped with a monochromator and an image
corrector. The microscope is operated in STEM mode at an acceleration voltage of
300 kV, providing a spot size of B0.3 nm and an energy resolution of 0.10 eV
(measured as the full-width at half-maximum of the zero-loss peak). The micro-
scope is equipped with a Quantum 966 electron energy-loss spectrometer and the
Gatan DigiScan acquisition system, which records an entire EELS intensity map in
20 to 40min, depending on the number of pixels. A C3 aperture size of 50 mm,
camera length of 38mm and entrance aperture of 2.5mm were used for the EELS
measurements. This correspond to convergence and collection angles of 8.4 and
18.3mrad, respectively. A spectral dispersion of 0.01 eV per pixel was used in all
of the spectra collection. In addition, we utilize the automatic drift and dark-
current correction function included in the acquisition system. The individual
EELS spectrum of the EELS intensity maps (with pixel sizes typically of 2–2.5 nm)
are recorded with acquisition times ranging from 10 to 12ms.
The ﬁrst post-processing step of the EELS spectra is the removal of the zero-loss
peak using the reﬂected-tail method, where the negative energy part of the zero-loss
peak is mirrored around the zero-energy point to reconstruct the zero-loss peak
and subsequently subtracted from the spectra. The resonance energies are then
extracted by ﬁtting a Gaussian function using a nonlinear least-squares ﬁt. All of
the resonant EELS intensity maps shown in this paper depict the summed EELS
signal in a 0.15 eV spectral window centred at the extracted resonance energies. In
Fig. 6, we additionally subtract the background contribution to the EELS signal
by ﬁtting two linear functions; the ﬁrst in the energy range 0.5 eV to around 1 eV
and the second in the energy range from around 1 to 2.7 eV. Both linear ﬁts are
performed by manually excluding the data of the gap surface-plasmon peaks.
To compare the EELS intensity maps at resonance with the one-dimensional
analytical GSP model, we convert the two-dimensional EELS maps into one-
dimensional EELS line proﬁles using an averaging procedure. To increase the
signal-to-noise ratio, we use only the EELS data in the air gap of the GSP
resonators. Thus, we initially determine the boundary between the air gap and the
surrounding silver using the Image Processing Toolbox in MATLAB. By converting
the grey-scale STEM image into a binary image using the threshold determined
from Otsu’s method, we extract the air–silver boundary. Subsequently, we average
the EELS data within the closed boundary transversely to the GSP propagation
direction. For the straight slot in Fig. 2, this approach amounts to averaging the
EELS data along the y direction. However, for the resonators with bends and splits
(L- and T-shaped), we ﬁt the corner with a 90 circular arc. Averaging the EELS
data in a corner is then performed along straight lines perpendicular to the ﬁtted
arc (that is, in the radial direction). The radius of the ﬁtted circular arc is also used
as a measure for the radius of curvature of the fabricated bends.
Simulations. The derivation of the one-dimensional analytical GSP model
for calculating the EELS signal is presented in detail in Supplementary Note 1.
The EELS signal from the top and bottom surface plasmons (Fig. 2a) is
calculated using a 2D model in COMSOL Multiphysics (version 5.1), where the
electron beam is set to travel parallel to the metal-dielectric interfaces. The electron
beam is modelled as an out-of-plane line current with wave number ke¼o/v,
where v is the electron speed. Although the electron beam travels perpendicular to
the metal-dielectric interfaces in the experiments, our only interest is in evaluating
the EELS signal stemming from the excitation of surface plasmons at their non-
retarded frequencies. This can be achieved using the 2D implementation by setting
a low electron velocity (here, v¼ 0.5c) and positioning the electron beam to always
travel in the vacuum part of the domain (a distance of 5 nm to the outer interface is
chosen). In this manner, the main contribution to the theoretical EELS signal will
be from the excitation of surface plasmons at their non-retarded energies, just as in
the experiments. In all calculations, we use the permittivity for silver from ref. 55,
while the permittivity for silicon nitride is from ref. 63. A thickness of 10 nm is
used to model the silicon nitride layer from the TEM membrane.
Data availability. Data available on request from the authors.
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